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Premier’s Message
“Two years ago, I introduced an ambitious strategy to grow our economy
in order to provide job stability and opportunity for families across British
Columbia.
Today, I am extraordinarily proud of the accomplishments we’ve made and
where our province stands on the world stage.
The BC Jobs Plan is anything but a static document. It is, and must always
be, as nimble as our economy and as the investors and families seeking
opportunities here. We’ve already achieved great things together — and it’s
time to take our strategy further in order to make sure this living plan lines
up with the dynamic needs of our growing economy.
In LNG, B.C. stands on the threshold of one of the biggest economic opportunities in generations, with the
potential to create 100,000 new jobs. This transformation is already underway; we’re on track to meet our
target of three operational LNG facilities by 2020.
There have been big initiatives, like the creation of a Major Investments Office to proactively seek out new
investors. There have been smaller projects, like the Commercialization Voucher Program giving students
resources to work with a business and get their innovative ideas to market. Large and small, the progress
we’ve made has had measurable and meaningful impacts throughout the province.
Government doesn’t create jobs. Rather, job creation is the role of the private sector. But much that
government controls can either stand in the way of progress or swing open the door to new opportunities.
Our responsibility, and the ultimate aim of The BC Jobs Plan, is to create a climate that encourages a robust
economy in which the private sector can thrive.
Today, British Columbia is one of the most stable economies on the planet. We’re home to one of the most
educated and talented populations in the world. We are the gateway to a growing economy in Asia as well
as to a recovering economic giant south of the border.
We have every advantage and every opportunity to become leaders in Confederation and on the world
stage. The BC Jobs Plan is the strategy our government is delivering on today to get us to a secure and
prosperous tomorrow.”

Honourable Christy Clark
Premier of British Columbia
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Minister’s Message
“It’s been a remarkable two years for growth
and opportunity in our province.
Thanks in part to the priorities laid out in
The BC Jobs Plan 24 months ago, British
Columbians live in one of the most
economically secure places in the world. It
stands in stark contrast to tentative recovery
elsewhere. Today, we are home to one of
North America’s most competitive and
dynamic business climates, and that means
job security and new opportunities for
families throughout the province.
As you’ll see in the following pages, we’ve accomplished much — and we plan to accomplish much more.
Canada Starts Here: The BC Jobs Plan is more than a simple checklist of targets and actions. It’s a relentless,
continuous process for economic growth and stability.
The biggest strengths of our economy are resiliency and adaptiveness. The BC Jobs Plan must embody
these same characteristics. That’s why we’re taking the opportunity to pump the tires of our plan. We want
to update it based on what we’ve achieved and broaden it to include more of our government’s overall
economic priorities.
In short, this 24-Month Report is more than a summary of our progress on Canada Starts Here: The BC Jobs
Plan to date. It also hints at the plans we’ll explore for future economic growth.
We are on the cusp of an extraordinary cycle of private sector investment — the likes of which has never
before been experienced in our province. From video gaming to forestry, the world is sitting up and taking
notice of the talent, skills, products, and services B.C. has to offer.
As we release this update and look-ahead for our government’s key economic strategy, we are tremendously excited about what the future holds for British Columbians.”

Honourable Shirley Bond
Minister of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training
and Minister Responsible for Labour
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Greg Kyllo
Parliamentary Secretary
for The BC Jobs Plan
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Introduction
Canada Starts Here: The BC Jobs Plan is government’s strategy to grow
our economy for a strong, secure future. Launched in September 2011, the
plan focuses on B.C.’s unique competitive advantages and identifies a series
of targets and government actions that help drive new investment and
job opportunity. This 24-Month Progress Report details the accumulation
of achievements to date. It also offers a glimpse at some of government’s
new initiatives that are first steps in broadening and updating the Plan.
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British Columbia is on the cusp of one of the most significant periods of economic growth in our generation,
and it’s our opportunity to seize. We are uniquely positioned to prosper as global wealth shifts toward Asia
and recovery picks up speed in the U.S. and Europe. In fact, we are already seeing unprecedented privatesector investment entering the province and higher than average business confidence, signs of further
growth to come.
Key to The BC Jobs Plan is the concept of the “first new dollar.” Here’s how it works:
The “first new dollar” comes into British Columbia as an investment in one of our businesses or the purchase
of one of our products or natural resources. That investment supports new jobs or stabilizes existing ones.
Employees then use their paycheque to put dinner on the table, pick up school supplies, or make major
personal purchases like a new car. All this activity supports other businesses, which can then go on to hire
new employees, and so the cycle of investment continues. The overall aim of The BC Jobs Plan is to capture
the “first new dollar” so that it can circulate throughout the province, creating jobs and wealth.
To accelerate growth, we want to attract as many “first new dollars” as possible. That’s why The BC Jobs Plan
is designed to leverage the strengths of our most competitive business sectors to win investments from key
trading partners. To be successful, we must focus on what we do best, and do it even better. The B.C. government has identified eight key growth sectors: agrifoods,
forestry, international education, mining, natural gas,
technology, tourism, and transportation. Each of these sectors directly links to B.C.’s unique competitive advantages,
which include:
}} Abundant resources — B.C. is rich in natural gas,
forests, agrifoods, and minerals.
}} Proximity to Asia — B.C.’s ports are North America’s
closest to Asia, giving us an edge in trade with the
Asia Pacific.
}} Multicultural population — B.C.’s diverse population
acts as a bridge across the Pacific, building relationships and helping to develop new markets for our
goods.
}} A record of fiscal discipline — In a climate of global
economic uncertainty, B.C. offers certainty, thanks to
our fiscal discipline, a balanced budget and measures to keep debt affordable. We continue to earn
a AAA credit rating, the highest possible, awarded
only to organizations with a trusted ability to meet
their financial obligations.
}} Highly skilled workforce — Businesses need qualified employees in order to thrive. A highly-skilled
workforce is both a strength and a necessity for
growing our economy.
}} Competitive tax regime — When all types of taxes are considered, British Columbians generally have
one of the lowest tax burdens in the country. Since 2001, the government has taken significant steps to
improve the British Columbia tax system. Personal and corporate income taxes have been significantly
reduced to lower the tax burden on families and improve the competitiveness of B.C. businesses.
B.C.’s corporate income tax rates are among the lowest in the country, and combined with federal tax
reductions the general corporate income tax rate in B.C. is among the lowest of the G7 nations.
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To leverage these sectors and advantages, The BC Jobs Plan has three main pillars, integral to B.C.’s long-term
economic health:
 Working with employers and communities to enable job creation across B.C.;
 Expanding the markets for B.C.’s goods and services, particularly in Asia; and
 Strengthening our infrastructure to get goods to market.
These pillars are set on a foundation of a skilled workforce and fiscal discipline.
Canada Starts Here: The BC Jobs Plan set out 19 ambitious, measurable targets, supported by 61 specific
actions. At the two-year mark, 11 of the 19 targets have been achieved. The remaining eight are on track for
completion by their scheduled deadlines between 2014 and 2020. All of the actions have been achieved or
are in progress.
Highlights of this progress are summarized in the pages that follow. For a detailed status update, see
Appendices A and B.
This report also provides a glance at some of the further commitments government is taking to move our
economy, and The BC Jobs Plan, forward. Some specific actions being taken to broaden the Plan are already
in the early working stages, while many more will be developed and implemented in the years ahead.
Our intention is to broaden The BC Jobs Plan to include all our government’s economic initiatives, while
continuing to pursue remaining targets set in 2011. We will report out to British Columbians on our progress in
the next report in September 2014.
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Signs of Success
Since the introduction of The BC Jobs Plan, British Columbians in every region of
the province have been working together to create opportunities for growth and
development. In just two short years, we have seen significant success and progress
towards ensuring a strong and secure economy:

Moving forward with LNG
Seven companies have applied to the National Energy Board for licences to export liquefied natural gas
from British Columbia as of September 2013. Three facilities — the Douglas Channel Energy Project, Kitimat
LNG, and LNG Canada — already have licences approved. In the two years since The BC Jobs Plan promised
to pursue this opportunity, a variety of LNG development proposals are under development, potentially
representing the largest-ever private sector investment in our province.

Moving up the ranks in job growth
B.C. generated 44,900 jobs between August 2011 (just prior to the Jobs Plan launch) and August 2013, as
reported by Statistics Canada. That puts us third in the country for job growth, up from fourth place when we
gave our 18 Month Progress Update. While jobs statistics fluctuate from month to month, the general trend
toward positive job growth over the past two years is encouraging. We continue to target a second place
growth standing in Canada by 2015.

Attracting major investment to B.C.
The Major Investments Office (MIO) was created in the early days of The BC Jobs Plan to help investors from
outside the province understand how B.C.’s regulatory regime works and to connect potential investors with
major project opportunities that create jobs. The MIO has successfully aided in the progress of 14 major projects
with an additional 17 under consideration. In total, the project portfolio represents approximately $35 billion in
prospective investment and 29,000 jobs in sectors including natural gas, mining, transportation and real estate.

Reaching new agreements with B.C. First Nations
In many cases, we have progressed well beyond the original BC Jobs Plan targets. For example, the target for
Aboriginal inclusion in B.C.’s economy was to have 10 new, non-treaty agreements in place by 2015. With two
years to go, there are 21 new agreements in place and a goal of seven more. These agreements are critical
to economic development for all British Columbians. They provide First Nations with tools and resources to
build their communities, while contributing to a climate of certainty for investors.

More than doubling our international presence
B.C. has posted 33 new Trade and Investment Representatives in key overseas markets, bringing the total
number on the ground to 62. Trade and Investment Representatives provide an important link between businesses wanting to expand into new international markets and overseas investors hoping to connect with B.C.
products and services. We have also established new trade offices in Mumbai, Chandigarh and Hong Kong.
We’ve expanded trade offices in Europe, Japan and the U.S.

24-MONTH PROGRESS REPORT
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Clearing backlogs to speed up development
The backlog for mining permits has been reduced by 80 per cent since August 2011 and turnaround times
for these permits have been reduced from an average of 110 to 63 days; the backlog for Water and Land Act
permits has been cut in half.

Adding more direct international flights
In 2011, Premier Christy Clark welcomed China Southern’s inaugural flight to Vancouver International Airport
(YVR). Soon after, a commitment was made in The BC Jobs Plan to attract two international carriers to YVR by
2013. In 2012, B.C. eliminated the aviation fuel tax for international flights and since then we’ve welcomed three
additional international air carriers: Sichuan Airlines, Virgin Airlines and most recently, China Eastern Airlines,
surpassing the original Jobs Plan goal. The economic benefit of new direct international flights is wide-reaching, benefiting all areas of B.C.’s economy. At YVR alone, each new international daily service creates between
150 and 200 new jobs and about 400 spinoff jobs.

Holding the line on new regulations
B.C. is a global leader in regulatory reform, with an ongoing initiative in place to ensure that every provincial
regulatory requirement is necessary, meaningful and useful. In recent years, the Province has focused on
getting rid of burdensome forms, simplifying complex processes, and providing clearer information to reduce
time and cost for citizens and businesses accessing government services. A streamlined regulatory environment supports new investment, which in turn encourages economic growth and innovation and creates
new jobs. As part of The BC Jobs Plan, the Province remains committed to achieving net-zero new regulations,
meaning that any new regulations must be offset by cutting unnecessary red tape. In both 2011 and 2012 the
Province met The BC Jobs Plan goal of net-zero new regulations.
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After 24 Months
Since September 2011, the partners involved in delivering the Jobs Plan, including government, employers,
communities, educators, and labour groups, have made significant progress in a long list of areas. Of the 19
targets originally set, 11 have been fully achieved and the rest are on track, with scheduled completion dates
between 2014 and 2020.
Since our 18 Month Progress Report, we have moved forward in a number of significant areas:
}} Four additional companies have applied to the National Energy Board for LNG export licences, bringing the total to seven (BG Group, in June; Exxon Mobil/Imperial Oil, in June; Woodfibre LNG, in July and;
Pacific Northwest LNG, in July).
}} In April 2013, the B.C. government announced permanent Carbon Tax relief for the greenhouse
vegetable and horticulture industry.
}} Construction is underway on the $90 million Road, Rail and Utility Corridor project at Ridley Terminal,
Prince Rupert. This is one of the key goals contained within the Transportation Sector Strategy and an
important piece of progress for The BC Jobs Plan.
}} Reductions have been made in turnaround time for Mining Notice of Work applications–from 79 days
in March 2013 to 63 days today. When The BC Jobs Plan was first introduced, it was 110 days.
}} The Ministry of International Trade is connecting with international investors by redesigning www.
britishcolumbia.ca. The redesign was launched in English in April with Japanese, Korean and Chinese
pages to be launched this fall. The page had 100,000 views in its first three months.
}} Following the launch of the Skills and Training Plan in September 2012, Regional Workforce Tables
in the Northwest, Northeast and Kootenays have produced Regional Skills Training Plans to establish
regional-specific roadmaps to help align existing training programs with local employment needs.
}} The province has assisted in implementation of a ninth Mobile Business License (MBL) agreement,
enabling businesses to operate in more than one community with a single licence. The “Metro West
Inter-municipal Business Licence” will benefit employers in Vancouver, Richmond, Burnaby, New
Westminster, Delta and Surrey, starting in October, 2013. As a result, 64 communities from around the
province are now benefiting from the MBL initiative.
}} China Eastern Airlines started direct service to Vancouver International Airport in July 2013, and has
now moved to two flights per day.
}} Air capacity between Vancouver and China increased by 34 per cent during the summer of 2013 as
compared to the summer of 2012.
Government will continue to build on British Columbia’s competitive advantages. Progress in each of The BC
Jobs Plan sectors is outlined next.
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Key Growth Sectors
As part of the broader goals of enabling job creation, expanding markets, and
strengthening infrastructure, The BC Jobs Plan focuses on maximizing growth in
eight key economic sectors: natural gas, technology, mining, forestry, agrifoods,
international education, transportation, and tourism. These sectors were identified
through consultation with partners as having the greatest promise for job growth,
now and in the future, and for contributing broadly to job creation that benefits all
sectors and areas of the province.
Although the Jobs Plan focuses on these eight industry sectors, government
continues to work to support all industry sectors through its various programs and
initiatives and through a purposeful focus on supporting small business, ensuring a
competitive tax regime, ensuring a skilled workforce, looking to innovation to create
new business opportunities and providing community support.
Since The BC Jobs Plan was launched in September 2011, the eight key sectors have
seen significant progress.

Natural gas
B.C.’s abundant supply of clean, safe natural gas has helped to fuel development for more than 50 years.
Thanks to new technology, B.C.’s vast reserve of natural gas can now be economically recovered and be
transformed into liquefied natural gas (LNG), a value-added product that can be shipped by sea. This gives
us the opportunity to access new international markets where we can sell our natural gas on the world
market.
Between 2000 and 2010, global trade of LNG doubled, and it’s expected to increase by another 50 per cent by
2020. Countries around the world are racing to gain a foothold in this important industry, but B.C.’s advantages — our abundant supply, low ambient temperature on the north coast, and our proximity to markets
where natural gas is in high demand — give us an edge over the competition.
The BC Jobs Plan commits to bring at least one LNG pipeline and terminal online by 2015 and have three in
operation by 2020, assuming all environmental and permitting applications are granted. With a new Ministry
of Natural Gas Development established in June 2013, some of the world’s largest energy companies are
investing in our natural gas sector and the B.C. government is taking great strides in making the vision set out
in the Jobs Plan a reality:
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}} Since 2012, more than $6 billion in investments have been made towards developing LNG for export.
That is in addition to about $1 billion already spent in preparation for construction of LNG facilities and
transportation networks.
}} In July 2013 a seventh company, Woodfibre Natural Gas Limited, applied to the National Energy Board
for an LNG export licence. Three such licences have already been granted as momentum builds for this
industry. The seven proposals are:

LNG project

Proponent

STATUS

Douglas Channel Energy project
www.douglaschannelenergy.com

Douglas Channel Energy Partnership

Export licence approved

Kitimat LNG
www.kitimatlngfacility.com

Apache Corp. and Chevron Canada

Export licence approved

LNG Canada
www.lngcanada.ca

Shell Canada and their co-venture partners–
KOGAS, Mitsubishi, and PetroChina

Export licence approved

Pacific Northwest LNG
www.pacificnorthwestlng.com

PETRONAS/Progress Energy/JAPEX

NEB currently reviewing

Prince Rupert LNG
www.princerupertlng.ca

BG Group

NEB currently reviewing

Woodfibre LNG Project
www.woodfibrelngproject.ca

Woodfibre Natural Gas Limited

NEB currently reviewing

Exxon Mobil/Imperial Oil
www.imperialoil.ca/Canada-English/operations_ngas_export.aspx

Imperial Oil and ExxonMobil Canada

NEB currently reviewing

}} Training plans are moving forward to ensure British Columbians will be first in line for jobs in the
natural gas sector. The B.C. Natural Gas Workforce Strategy and Action Plan to identify labour needs
moving forward has been released. Engagement is ongoing with industry and training authorities.
}} The government continues to encourage the adoption of natural gas as a transportation fuel, recognizing its potential to deliver both cost and environmental benefits. Changes have been made to the
Clean Energy Act to support the use of natural gas in heavy-duty vehicles.
}} There is strong interest in B.C. as a preferred location to build LNG production capacity for global
markets. Multiple proponents have come forward, and are already making significant investments in
the province as they advance to their final investment decisions. In early 2013, four LNG project proposals came forward from global companies following an Expression of Interest call by the provincial
government.
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The BC Jobs Plan target of three LNG facilities by 2020 is on track. Independent studies show that if five LNG
facilities were operating in B.C. by that year it could mean:
}} Over $98 billion in new capital investment
}} 75,000 permanent new jobs
}} More than 39,000 average annual jobs over a nine-year construction period
}} Potential new government revenues in excess of $100 billion over the next 30 years.

Looking Ahead
In just the past two years, LNG has become a viable industry in British Columbia, one with immense
opportunity for job growth, economic prosperity for our province, and the potential to provide B.C. with a
debt-free future. As such, the B.C. government created the Ministry of Natural Gas Development to ensure we
move quickly to take advantage of the opportunity this industry sector presents and to capture the growing
international market for LNG.
The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new commitments to:

S U CCE
C C E S S S TOR
TORY
Haisla Business Operations Inc., Kitimat

}} Work with project proponents to accelerate LNG final investment
decisions
}} Maximize the use of clean power in LNG projects
}} Expand this industry by developing export markets for natural gas
}} Ensure clarity on provincial expectations
}} Review the Oil & Gas Commission operations
}} Work with B.C. First Nations to ensure they are provided the ability
to participate in LNG opportunities
}} Support innovation to become world leaders in liquified natural
gas technologies
}} Secure LNG pipeline corridors with First Nations
}} Ensure there is a skilled workforce to meet the labour demands of
the industry
}} Ensure LNG operations are the cleanest in the world

“B.C. has been a strong partner for the Haisla as together we look to advance
LNG export projects that will benefit the Haisla and every British Columbian
and every Canadian. If three LNG projects are built in our territory we will be
full participants in the B.C. and national economies, and the benefits for our
people will make for a strong and bright future.”
Ellis Ross, Chief Councillor, Haisla Nation
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Technology and Green Economy
B.C.’s technology sector is one of the top contributors to the provincial economy and represents extraordinary opportunity for industry, investors and job seekers.
Technology is vital to B.C.’s overall economic growth in that it supports innovation across all the key sectors. It
is also a crucial job generator for some of our most educated, creative and skilled people.
The sector provides 84,000 jobs for British Columbians and revenues of $18 billion a year, and has been the
second-largest contributor to private-sector job growth in the last decade. The BC Technology Strategy, one
of the eight sector strategies of The BC Jobs Plan to grow the economy, is making a difference:
}} The BC Innovation Council (BCIC) has launched the BC Acceleration Network, a network of 10 regional
partners who facilitate the ongoing development of regional innovation networks and deliver the BC
Venture Acceleration Program province-wide.
}} The Network has engaged 146 companies across the province, assisting them to add 396 new full-time
jobs, generate more than $4.4 million in revenue and attract over $25 million in new investment to
British Columbia.
}} BCIC continues to offer mentorship programs to help launch and grow new, sustainable technology
companies.
}} The BCIC-Mitacs Commercialization Voucher Program is helping small businesses by matching them
with cutting edge post-secondary researchers. Graduate students are eligible for vouchers valued at
$15,000 to help B.C. companies assess new products, services or market opportunities.
}} In August of this year the 3-year International Post Graduate Pilot Project was confirmed as a permanent category of the Provincial Nominee Program (PNP), building momentum to the almost 750
international post-graduates who have been nominated since 2010.
These initiatives support the development of innovative clean technology companies, consistent with our
government’s vision for growing our Green Economy.

24-MONTH PROGRESS REPORT
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Looking Ahead
In recent years, B.C. has enjoyed an influx of technology investment and sector growth. As home to Hootsuite,
Ballard Power Systems and MDA (MacDonald Dettwiler & Associates), and with high-profile international
companies like Microsoft, Twitter and Disney setting up operations here, British Columbia is making its mark
as a global centre of excellence for technology and innovation.
Moving forward with The BC Jobs Plan, the B.C. government will work to maximize momentum from the past
24 months by working with the industry on incentives that will support growth, ensuring that B.C.’s talent
pool is meeting industry demand and supporting innovation across all key sectors.

S U CCE
C C E S S S TOR
TORY
NAMCO BANDAI Studios, Vancouver

The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on
new commitments to:
}} Expand the BC Training Tax credit to include co-ops in small tech
firms
}} Work with the BC Tech Industry Association to encourage federal
adoption of the Small Business Venture Tax Credit program
}} Work with the clean energy sector to ensure significant renewable energy opportunities
}} Maximize use of the Telus Strategic Investment Fund
}} Review government’s total spending on technology and
innovation
}} Work with post-secondary institutions to ensure innovative ideas
created on campus become successful commercial ventures
}} Work closely with the BC Innovation Council

“The decision by NAMCO BANDAI to locate a new game studio in Vancouver
to develop online social games for the North American market is a
testament to the strength and innovation of the B.C. video game industry
sector, its local development talent and its strong educational institutions. I
very much appreciate the B.C. government’s efforts to attract such a highly
recognized game company to locate in Vancouver and help enrich our
creative ecosystem within the digital media community.”
Howard Donaldson, president of DigiBC — April 10, 2013
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Energy and Mining
Every time we log on to the Internet or walk in the front
door of our homes we are making use of the kind of
products that are mined right here in British Columbia.
The rest of the world is doing the same.
International demand for coal, metals and industrial
minerals is strong. The production value of mining in
2001 was $2.8 billion. In 2012, it was $8.3 billion.
The BC Jobs Plan targets eight new mines and nine
upgrades and expansions to currently operating mines
by 2015. Significant progress has been made toward this
goal over the past two years:
Two new mines are operating:
}} New Afton Mine, near Kamloops
}} Mt Milligan Mine, near Prince George
Five more are under construction or permitted:
}} Red Chris Mine, near Dease Lake
}} Roman Mine, near Tumbler Ridge
}} Quintette Mine, near Tumbler Ridge
}} Bonanza Ledge Mine, near Barkerville
}} Treasure Mountain Mine, near Hope
Major expansions have been approved for six existing
mines:
}} Highland Valley Mine, near Ashcroft
}} Huckleberry Mine, near Houston
}} Quinsam Mine, near Campbell River
}} Elkview Mine, near Sparwood
}} Endako Mine, near Fraser Lake
}} Gibraltar Mine, near Williams Lake
The BC Jobs Plan target will deliver enormous benefits
to B.C.’s economy, including:
}} about 2,000 construction jobs
}} 2,000 new direct jobs
}} 3,000 new indirect jobs
Other achievements include reducing the Notice of
Work backlog by 80 per cent and reducing the Notice of
Work application average turnaround time from 110 days
to 63 days.
In 2012, more than 30,000 people were working in B.C.’s
mining, mineral exploration, and related sectors, more
than double the number working in 2001.
Photo Credit: Daniel Henshaw Photography.
Image courtesy of Imperial Metals

Endako Mine, Thompson Creek Metals Company Inc.
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Looking Ahead
As government continues pursing the goals set out in The BC Jobs Plan, we will support the growth of our
energy and mining sector by ensuring labour supply meets demand, developing export markets, streamlining processes, and working with First Nations in order to ensure investor certainty.
In fact, the B.C. government has already started work to establish long-term funding to foster oil, gas, and
mineral exploration and development, maintain an average 60-day turnaround for new Notice of Work
applications from 2013 onwards, and develop an Asia trade export strategy for mining.
The B.C. government will build on the Jobs
Plan by delivering on new commitments to:
}} Work with GeoScience BC to establish
long-term funding for exploration

S U CCE
C C E S S S TOR
TORY
Quinsam Coal Corporation (QCC), Campbell River

}} Work with First Nations to ensure they
participate in BC Hydro’s Standing
Offer Program
}} Continue to develop mineral tax sharing agreements with First Nations
}} Continue to find efficiencies with
BC Hydro to minimize rate increases
}} Continue to develop the Site C dam project and environmental review process
}} Create a round table with representatives from communities, industry, labour, and First Nations to
provide guidance on balancing environmental protection with development
}} Continue work to expand markets
}} Streamline the mining application process to ensure on-line access

“We congratulate the Province on their efforts to make doing business in
B.C. easier and more efficient. Their achievement of a reduction for mining
permit backlogs has meant stability for our employees and growth potential
for our investors. We look forward to many more years of success to come.”
Gary Gould, Vice President, Hillsborough Resources (Quinsam Coal Corp)
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Forestry
Over the past two years, B.C.’s forest industry’s outlook has continued to brighten.
Harvest levels, export volumes, and capital investment are all on the rise. Harvest levels in early 2013 were
up over 50 per cent from early 2009. The number of jobs in the sector rose by 9.5 per cent from 2009. Forest
product exports for the 2012 calendar year were valued at $10.2 billion — up more than 33 per cent from $7.6
billion in 2009.
The BC Jobs Plan seeks to address a challenge the forest sector has faced in past years: falling demand from its
primary customer — the U.S. The Jobs Plan emphasizes the importance of reaching out to tap into new markets
for B.C. wood products. At the time of the Plan’s release, B.C. was already doing that extraordinarily well. However,
the initiatives contained within the Plan have helped to further grow the sector’s overseas exports.
The B.C. government has also been making progress in other key Jobs Plan commitments for forestry:
}} New legislation is supporting growth in bio-energy opportunities.
}} In February 2013, government released an $80 million, 10-year Strategic Forest Inventory Plan to help
ensure we have the most up-to-date information to plan for long-term sustainability.
}} Market diversification targeted in The BC Jobs Plan continues to reap benefits for the forest sector.
}} While China and Japan continued to be the second and third largest export markets in 2012, a new
Forestry Innovation Investment trade office will help to expand B.C. lumber sales in India, the market
with the greatest demographic potential for long-term expansion.
}} Diversifying markets has also kept product prices higher during market cycle lows, and kept the lows
shorter. This has resulted in a sustained reduction of the export tax applied to lumber under the
Softwood Lumber Agreement with the U.S.
}} Shares of major publicly traded B.C. forest companies are currently at or near five-year highs, reflecting
broad confidence in the prospects of the sector.
}} The Wood Innovation and Design Centre, now under construction in Prince George, will increase
awareness of the many benefits of building with wood, and expand future products and markets.
Analysts say the forest sector is on the verge of a supercycle — a sustained period of higher prices, fuelled by
a combination of rising demand and lower supply.

Looking Ahead
Moving forward with The BC Jobs Plan, the B.C. government will aim to capitalize on the growing Asian
market, and the resurgence of the U.S. market, to ensure a secure and reliable timber supply for industry,
continue to promote B.C. wood products abroad, and grow the skilled labour pool for forestry.
Work on several actions in support of these goals is already well under way. The Province has instructed
BC Timber Sales to identify more wood for B.C. mills and new legislation that will provide fibre security to
bio-energy, pellet and secondary manufacturing operators is being
considered.
The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new
commitments to:

S U CCE
C C E S S S TOR
TORY

Structurlam, Okanagan Falls

}} Consult with communities on mid-term timber supply & implement area based tenures
}} Consult with the public on the Mid-Term Timber Supply
Report’s recommendation to increase the diversity of areabased tenures
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}} Examine the effectiveness of BC Timber Sales
}} Ensure B.C.’s position on the Softwood Lumber Agreement is understood and represented in upcoming 2016 negotiations
}} Pursue export market opportunities for secondary wood manufacturers
}} Co-sponsor annual trade missions with industry
}} Work with industry to support cellulose filament research

“The government’s Wood First Initiative and ongoing collaboration with
industry has acted as a catalyst for British Columbia’s forest industry. It has
helped value-added firms like Structurlam generate new opportunities
at home and compete successfully in export markets. Structurlam has
responded by expanding our manufacturing facilities and creating new jobs
in rural British Columbia.”
Bill Downing, President, Structurlam Products
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Agrifoods
Over the past two years, one of the primary Jobs Plan objectives for agrifoods has been to seek new markets
for B.C.’s agrifoods industry — producers of some of the safest food in the world. Agrifoods was one of the
key B.C. products highlighted by Premier Christy Clark during her Jobs and Trade Mission to Asia in 2011.
Additionally, the B.C. government has taken the lead in opening up the Canadian marketplace for wine by
allowing cross-border wine shipping into B.C. and is continuing its work to open up other provincial markets
to B.C. wines.
Domestically, significant progress has been made towards the target of
boosting the industry’s value to $14 billion a year by 2017. For example:
}} In spring 2013, the B.C. government provided a new, permanent grant
program to help offset carbon tax costs for commercial greenhouse
growers. The government also restated a commitment to provide
a carbon tax exemption for coloured motor fuels used by farmers.
These two measures will provide a combined benefit of about $11
million annually.

B.C. Agrifoods Revenues 2012
($ Billions)

Agriculture
2.8
Seafood
0.7
Food & Beverage
Processing
8.2

}} A $2 million investment to encourage British Columbians to Buy Local,
introduced in summer 2012, continues to support a range of marketing initiatives connecting B.C. food producers to families and businesses in their communities. The
program offers successful applicants matching funds up to $100,000 to launch or expand local food
marketing campaigns.
}} New funding is contributing to a stronger Agricultural Land Commission. An additional $5.6 million
has been allocated since 2011, supporting the Commission to focus on preserving farmland for future
generations, increasing enforcement, and making its operations more sustainable.
In 2012 the agrifoods sector, including the agriculture, seafood, and food and beverage processing industries,
generated $11.7 billion in revenues and exported $2.5 billion worth of products to more than 130 countries.
The sector employs 61,600 British Columbians.
Today, B.C.’s agrifoods sector is among the most diverse in Canada, producing more than 200 agriculture
commodities and 100 seafood species. B.C. also has nearly 1,400 processing businesses, producing a variety of
foods and beverages, from fruit juices and artisan beers to specialty pet foods and wild botanicals.

Looking Ahead
The B.C. government will continue efforts to expand markets
internationally and within Canada for products in this key sector.
Specifically, work will focus on opening up new markets through our
International Trade and Investment Representatives, joint industry
participation in key agrifood trade events, and our continued work on
trade agreements.

S U CCE
C C E S S S TOR
TORY
Rainbow Greenhouses, Chilliwack

The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new
commitments to:
}} Create a Center of Excellence at University of the Fraser Valley
}} Continue with Carbon Tax relief in 2013
}} Ensure the Agricultural Land Commission is delivering on improvements commitments
}} Ensure the Agricultural Land Reserve successfully balances protecting valuable farmland while
allowing responsible economic development opportunities
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}} Support four key international trade missions
}} Bring forward Agricultural Land Reserve changes that will encourage stability for farm families
}} Implement a new meat inspection system by January 1, 2014 as well as a new Certified BC Beef brand
}} Break down interprovincial trade barriers on wine
}} Work with the organic farming sector to create a BC Organic brand

“We are very appreciative that the B.C. government, through the Jobs Plan,
is committed to supporting the growth of the agriculture industry. The
recently announced permanent carbon tax rebate for greenhouse growers
means our business can better compete with growers from other provinces
and countries. Thanks to the Province’s work to level the playing field for B.C.
growers, we’re moving ahead with an expansion of our business and will be
able to hire new employees.”
Stan Vander Waal, Owner, Rainbow Greenhouses
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International education
British Columbia is known globally for our world class education system, and the superior talent it fosters in
our students.
Students from around the world are choosing British Columbia as their study destination in increasing numbers. The presence of these students has a positive impact on B.C.’s schools and institutions, our communities,
and our economy.
Additionally, international students often decide to stay, live, and work in B.C., applying their experience and
education to the growth of our province.
Significant progress is being made in B.C. to meet the ambitious Jobs Plan target of a 50 per cent increase in
the number of international students studying in B.C. by 2016.
}} A comprehensive marketing strategy is being implemented with materials now available in English,
Chinese, Korean, Japanese and Portuguese.
}} Education marketing managers are positioned in overseas
trade and investment offices in Tokyo, Seoul, Shanghai, Beijing,
Guangzhou, Mumbai and Bangalore.

Q u i c k Fac t:

}} Partnership agreements have been signed with learning
institutions in India, China and Brazil to support educational
cooperation and exchanges. As part of this initiative, about 200
Brazilian students will be attending B.C. high schools in fall 2013.
}} A refreshed, mobile-friendly LearnLiveBC website now provides
information to international students, parents, and others in
multiple languages.
}} Students from both B.C. and abroad continue to benefit from $5 million in funding for international
scholarships and research internships.

Looking Ahead
International Education has potential for substantial growth in the coming years.
The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new commitments to:
}} Work with provincial multicultural organizations to ensure they are participating in government
activities and programming is relevant and useful
}} Increase the number of foreign students by 50 per cent
}} Encourage international students to stay post-graduation to help meet our labour market needs
}} Work with post-secondary institutions to promote entrepreneurship education, including expertise on
business engagement in Asia
}} Promote B.C.’s education system internationally in partnership with educational institutes and industry
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Transportation
Expanding new markets overseas is one of the three pillars of The BC Jobs Plan, one that simply cannot be
accomplished without another pillar: getting goods to market.
B.C.’s geographic location is an exceptional strength and opportunity for our economy. Our investments in
infrastructure improvements in key projects and at key locations across the province will have a resounding
impact on the ease of doing business in B.C.
Following The BC Jobs Plan direction, the government continues to take new steps to develop our potential
as Canada’s Asia Pacific Gateway:
}} By the end of 2013, the Province and its
partners in the Pacific Gateway Alliance will
have invested $17 billion of the original $22
billion plan in a long list of projects including
the new Port Mann Bridge, which is now in
the Guinness Book of Records as the world’s
widest bridge, and the South Fraser Perimeter
Road, which improves connections between
Western Canada and marine terminals on the
Lower Mainland. These two projects alone
created 12,000 construction jobs.

S U CCE
C C E S S S TOR
TORY
Port Metro Vancouver

}} The South Fraser Perimeter Road project will
also support about 7,000 long-term jobs in Delta and Surrey.
}} Construction is also underway on the Deltaport Terminal Road Rail Improvement Project and the
$90 million Prince Rupert Road Rail Utility Corridor. These foundational transportation infrastructure
projects are designed to attract private sector investment in marine terminals, increase port capacity,
and make it easier for B.C. businesses to transport their goods to market. The Deltaport improvements
will create up to 800 new long-term jobs. The Prince Rupert project will create 570 construction jobs
and 4,000 long-term jobs across the province.
}} CN and Canadian Pacific have committed to making more than $1 billion in capital improvements
across their networks in 2013.

Q U ICK
I C K FAC
CT
T:

Looking Ahead

Over the past two years, the B.C. government has focused transportation initiatives on enhancing our capacity to get our goods to market.
We have seen significant increases in volumes shipping through our
ports due to our investments in port, rail, and road infrastructure
over the past 12 years. This is a direction that we intend to aggressively pursue. Critical aspects of these efforts will be: supporting LNG
development from exploration through to export; attracting and retaining skilled workers and; training and
growing tomorrow’s transportation workforce.

The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new commitments to:
}} Initiate Phase 2 of the $25 billion Pacific Gateway Transportation Strategy
}} Ensure planned port expansions are completed on time and work with investors and other transportation service providers to expand our supply chain capacity and export our products to market
}} Complete capacity expansions on key transportation corridors such as the South Fraser Perimeter
Road, Highway 1 east of Kamloops, and the Cariboo Connector
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}} Initiate a transportation strategy for Vancouver Island
}} Accelerate the replacement of the George Massey Tunnel
}} Continue to advocate for more direct international flights to B.C.

“As members of the Pacific Gateway Alliance, we clearly see the value of the
continuing work of the B.C. government through the Jobs Plan to improve
transportation infrastructure across the province. Like many businesses
in B.C., Port Metro Vancouver is bouncing back after the turbulent years
following the global economic downturn. We’re seeing significant private
sector investment to build capacity for current and anticipated growth at
many of our terminals and facilities, and thanks to investments such as
the South Fraser Perimeter Road and Roberts Bank Rail Corridor, our port
is rapidly becoming the “gateway of choice” for our overseas customers.
And the numbers show it. Our mid-year statistics show us that Port Metro
Vancouver is on track for further record cargo volumes this year, and as
a result of provincial government investments, we will be working more
efficiently than ever while minimizing impacts on the communities in which
we operate.”
Robin Silvester, President and Chief Executive Officer, Port Metro Vancouver
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Tourism
The B.C. government firmly believes in tourism as an economic driver.
In 2011, tourism generated $13.4 billion in revenue, a 1.4 per cent increase from 2010. That B.C.’s tourism sector
grew in the year following the Olympics, despite the global economic meltdown, is a sign of the strength of
this sector, and the growing demand for B.C.’s tourism products.

Q U ICK
I C K FAC
CT
T:

B.C.’s tourism industry represents more than 18,000 businesses and
provides employment for over 126,000 people.
The tourism industry has faced challenge after challenge since 2001.
From SARS to tightening border security with the U.S. to the global
recession, the industry has had to be creative and resilient.
As part of The BC Jobs Plan, government worked tirelessly to help
support the tourism industry as it emerged from a difficult decade.

Working with B.C.’s tourism sector, government has recorded several Jobs Plan milestones:
}} Destination British Columbia — an industry-led, formula-funded Crown corporation — took official
responsibility for marketing B.C.’s tourism resources on April 1, 2013. As part of the new Crown structure,
members of the new Tourism Marketing Committee were announced in July 2013 and a search for a
permanent CEO is underway.
}} A number of highly successful marketing campaigns have been delivered in key markets, including the
100 BC Moments Campaign and the 2012/13 North America Ski Campaign, called “Ski It To Believe it”.
}} The Province continues to work to attract new and expanded direct flights into B.C. from China, the
U.K., Germany and the U.S. Since 2011, B.C. has added four new direct international carriers to Vancouver
International Airport.

Looking Ahead
The Province will focus future efforts on supporting industry growth and competitiveness. In pursuit of
revenue growth to $18 billion per year by 2016, the B.C. government will continue to support Destination
BC as they market our rich tourism resources around the world. The Province will improve transportation
infrastructure to make it easier for tourists to get to, and around, B.C., and support entrepreneurs and small
business owners in the tourism sector.
The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new commitments to:
}} Execute B.C.’s tourism strategy

S U CCE
C C E S S S TOR
TORY
Big White Ski Resort, Kelowna BC

}} Market B.C.’s tourism experience in Asia, North America & Europe
}} Upgrade rest stops and Visitors Centres
}} Develop programs to help First Nations tourism entrepreneurs
implement their ideas
}} Grow demand for travel from the emerging middle classes in
China and India
}} Increase use of online channels and social media for travel planning, before, during, and after travel
}} Provide information and tools which enable tourism businesses to
deliver world class experiences
}} Improve marketing and tourism opportunities for wineries, craft
breweries, distilleries, hotels, and restaurants
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“2013 has been a great year for ski tourism in B.C. From the creation
of Destination BC, to the inaugural BC Family Day, and of course, the
B.C. government’s boost in advertising dollars toward the ski marketing
campaign ‘Ski It to Believe It’ we were able to reestablish B.C. as the mecca
of skiing and snowboarding in Canada and the Pacific coast of the U.S.A.
Tourism operations like ours are once again able to compete on the world
stage like never before. As we at Big White prepare for the upcoming ski
season, I can say with confidence that optimism in our ski tourism industry
is running high for the year ahead and forward bookings are proving to be a
result of good sensible marketing tactics.”
Michael J. Ballingall, Senior Vice President, Sales and Marketing, Big White Ski Resort
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Meeting the Challenge Ahead
From its inception The BC Jobs Plan has been a living document, recognizing the need to continually assess
our progress and seize new opportunity. Advances to date have helped our province build on our competitive
advantages and weather the ongoing global economic storm.
The short-term targets in The BC Jobs Plan have been met and, in many cases, significantly exceeded. All remaining targets are longer-term, timed for completion between 2014 and 2020. Government now has an opportunity
to focus on the areas with the greatest challenges, and the greatest potential rewards.

Attracting New Investment
As of June 2013, B.C. attracted about $195 billion worth of proposed major projects, with $83 billion now in
the construction stage. We must continue our proactive efforts to win these investment opportunities for the
benefit of British Columbians. The Province will continue to reach out overseas in order to drum up investment
for the creation of jobs at home.
The Major Investments Office is aiding investors from outside B.C. to understand the business and legislative
requirements in B.C. so they can make informed and timely investment decisions.
The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new commitments to:
}} Support trade missions
}} Assist export ready businesses in accessing new markets and attracting new investors.
}} Develop an Asian trade strategy and annual sectoral trade missions
}} Attract more corporate head offices to B.C.

Building our Skilled Workforce
Over the next decade, B.C. will see one million job openings, with 43 per cent requiring trades or technical
training. A skilled labour supply that is ready to meet future demands is one of government’s top economic
priorities. Businesses must have confidence that they will be able to access a well-educated and prepared
workforce. This commitment includes ensuring that British Columbians have access to training and that our
labour supply is augmented by the recruitment of skilled workers from across Canada and internationally.
Government cannot do this alone. We will need cooperation, not only from industry and business, but from
labour organizations as well. In partnership with industry and labour, we can ensure British Columbians will
be first in line for the high-paying jobs that our economic growth is going to present.
Our Skills and Training Plan is working to ensure that B.C. has enough workers needed to fill these jobs. As
part of our Plan, the B.C. government is promoting dynamic opportunities in trades; investing in and improving training facilities and equipment; getting the right mix and quality of trades and technical programs
while accelerating program completion times and; aligning immigration to labour market needs. There has
already been considerable success in meeting these goals, including the introduction of of Industry Training
Authority (ITA) Apprenticeship Advisers to support apprentices and their employers; front-end training programs to reduce the amount of time apprentices have to spend away from the worksite, the development of
a “Kindergarten through Red Seal Strategy” to get more youth interested in trades careers, and $1.3M to help
British Columbians take on higher skilled work in growing industries like forestry, mining, and construction.
But we are also working to take our Skills and Training Plan to the next level, ensuring that training lines up
with the needs of employers, communities, and emerging industries, across all sectors.
Much work has already been achieved towards skills training goals. Members of the public are encouraged to
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visit www.workbc.ca. Since its launch, the site has received an extraordinary 3 million unique views, demonstrating that government efforts are helping connect job seekers with training and work opportunities in B.C.
The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new commitments to:
}} Review the role of the Industry Training Authority
}} Work with industry, training organizations and labour on areas of apprenticeship reform
}} Review sectoral jobs roundtable outcomes

Engaging First Nations
Ensuring all British Columbians reap the benefits of economic development is paramount to the B.C. government. As such, government has been working hard to ensure First Nations are part of the conversation on
economic development in their traditional territories. Thriving First Nations communities mean a thriving B.C.
B.C.’s First Nations are assuming a larger role in business and land management and are growing in population;
building the skilled workforce of the future.
As such, the B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new commitments to:
}} Continue work on long term treaties
}} Secure seven more non-treaty benefit agreements
}} Increase the number of First Nations participating in apprenticeships

Supporting Small Business
Small business is an area of our economy that directly impacts all the key growth sectors identified in The BC
Jobs Plan. 98 per cent of all businesses are small businesses in B.C., with less than 50 employees. In fact, small
business employs over half of all British Columbians working outside the public sector and is found in every
sector of the economy.
In support of the Small Business Accord, the Province provided the Small Business Roundtable with $200,000
to launch the 2013 Open for Business Awards. These awards provide $10,000 for up to 20 local governments
that best demonstrate leadership in fostering the growth and success of small business in their communities.
Winners will be announced at the 2013 Union of B.C. Municipalities Annual Convention in Vancouver.
The B.C. government will build on the Jobs Plan by delivering on new commitments to:
}} Make B.C. the most small business friendly jurisdiction in Canada
}} Increase procurement opportunities to small business by 20 per cent
}} Continue to implement and monitor the Small Business Accord

Supporting Manufacturing
90 per cent of B.C.’s 7,000 manufacturing businesses are small businesses. Manufactured goods either directly
or indirectly employ about 400,000 British Columbians. 58 per cent of B.C.’s international exports of goods are
manufactured.
The B.C. government will build on The Jobs Plan by delivering on new commitments to:
}} Promote B.C. export-ready products internationally
}} Support inbound trade missions that connect B.C. manufacturers with potential new buyers
}} Ensure a skilled labour supply
}} Ensure a competitive tax regime
}} Engage directly with manufacturers throughout B.C. to identify and reduce barriers to growth
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Strong Economy,
Secure Tomorrow
We are proud of the accomplishments of The BC Jobs Plan and
the progress made over the past 24 months to build the foundation for the private sector to create jobs. As our primary strategy
for economic progress and job security, it’s critical to continually
evaluate the Plan, amend it, and add to it based on success so far.
In continuing to grow our economy we must ensure all of
government rows in the same direction. Government must
also encourage enhanced collaboration with industry, business,
communities, educators, and First Nations.
Above all, we will continue seeking opportunities to engage
directly with the people of British Columbia. Your ideas, your
voices and your participation will help ensure we realize the full
potential of our economy, and our province. Anyone can join the
conversations online at www.bcjobsplan.ca
As part of our work to broaden The BC Jobs Plan to include all
government’s economic initiatives and to continue pursuing the
eight remaining long term targets, we will report on our progress on an annual basis moving forward, with the next report to
come in September 2014.
We all strive for a strong economic future. Government can’t
generate a thriving economy and job creation on its own, but it
can set the stage for expansion. Over the past two years, The BC
Jobs Plan has helped lay the groundwork for what is expected to
be a historic growth cycle for our province. Looking ahead, the
Plan will build on success already achieved and lay out a new
path to prosperity.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: BC Jobs Plan targets
The BC Jobs Plan sets out 19 measurable targets that help tell us–and you–whether the plan is on track. The table below indicates the status of each of these targets as of September 2013. 11 of 19 targets have been met. All remaining targets are timed
for completion between 2014 and 2020.
Target category

Target

Not started

In progress

Target met

Aboriginal Relations

}} 10 new non-treaty agreements in place with B.C. First Nations by 2015 to improve
economic certainty

ü

Agrifoods

}} Report on the green-house industry completed and released by December 31,
2011

ü

Aviation

}} Vancouver airport (YVR) to attract one new international carrier per year for the
next two years to further develop trade and tourism between B.C. and the Asia
Pacific

ü

By 2015, B.C. will see:
}} Eight new mines in operation

Energy and mines

ü

}} Nine upgrades and expansions to currently operating mines

ü

}} At least one LNG pipeline and terminal in operation in Kitimat by 2015 and three
in operation by 2020

ü

}} Mining permit (Notice of Work) backlog reduced by
80 per cent by August 31, 2012

ü

}} Water and Land Act permit backlog reduced by
50 per cent by December 31, 2012

ü

}} Top 2 GDP growth in Canada by 2015

ü

}} Top 2 in new job growth in Canada by 2015

ü

}} Increase the number of international students in B.C. by
50 per cent over the next four years

ü

Fiscal and economic

International
education

Tax and regulation

}} Put a strict new quality assurance system in place by 2012

ü

}} Small Business Venture Capital Program tax credit enhanced by 2012

ü

}} Extension of the Apprentice Training Tax Credit program for an additional three
years

ü

}} Business tax competitiveness review to inform
Budget 2012

ü

}} Commitment to net zero regulatory gain through 2015

ü

}} Regulatory Reporting Act enacted in 2012

Transportation

}} Deltaport and Ridley Island terminal upgrades completed and operational by
2014

ü
ü

}} Border Technology and Information systems in place by
March 31, 2012
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APPENDIX
Appendix B: Update on
BC Jobs Plan commitments
This section provides an update on actions that were reported as “ongoing”, “in progress” or “on hold” in The BC Jobs Plan: 18
Month Progress Report.

Enabling job creation
Commitment
1. Establish
a Major
Investments
Office (MIO) to:

Actions
}} Support job creation by
working with investors who are
proposing significant projects
to coordinate and accelerate
government’s activities to
support them.
}} Work with B.C.’s international
trade offices to provide consistent and personalized business
relationships and services to
potential investors.

Status & Detail
Completed. See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
Progress Update: The MIO works directly with prospective investors whose projects have the potential
to provide significant economic and job creation benefits to British Columbia. The office provides clientfocused and personalized business services to help major investors understand the provincial government
regulatory and approval processes so they can make informed and timely investment decisions. The MIO
project portfolio represents approximately $35 billion in prospective investment and 18,000 jobs. A variety of
important sectors are represented, including natural gas, mining, transportation and real estate.

}} Work with investors to propose,
coordinate, facilitate and
negotiate solutions to problems
impeding major investment
opportunities.
}} Prepare offerings for potential
investors, including approvals in
place, zoning, labour supply and
other investment-related issues.
2. Establish a
BC Jobs and
Investment
Board to foster
economic
development
within 60 days
to:

}} Welcome investors to British
Columbia and encourage
investment.
}} Identify issues and processes
that are potentially limiting
development, and propose
solutions.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
Progress Update: The Board established eight sector working groups specific to the eight sectors identified in The BC Jobs Plan, each focused on identifying emerging sector opportunities and recommendations
for government on how to grow the sector. The Board has submitted its Final Report and government is
assessing the recommendations coming out of this work.

}} Identify emerging opportunities
for economic development.
}} Hold government accountable
for delivering new investments
to the province and facilitating
new economic opportunity.
}} Include members drawn from
industry, research, First Nations
and labour.
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APPENDIX
Commitment
3. Establish an
Aboriginal
Business and
Investment
Council (ABIC)
to:

Actions

Status & Detail

}} Improve relationships between
Aboriginal communities,
industry and government to
implement practical measures
for economic development.

Progress Update: ABIC has developed a website for Aboriginal communities and organizations, private
sector businesses and government. The website currently hosts a series of success stories that offer real
examples of strategies used by First Nations to promote economic development. A “Playbook” of best
practices for First Nations economic development based on these stories is under development.

}} Enhance Aboriginal peoples’
capacity for economic
participation.

ABIC hosted a symposium on December 3-4, 2012 to showcase Aboriginal business successes and hear feedback from communities on how best to advance aboriginal economic development in British Columbia. The
event attracted 260 delegates, including representatives from BC’s business and First Nations communities.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.

}} Transcend traditional Aboriginal ABIC is currently developing a publicly available, on-line database of First Nations economic development
and industry silos in project
initiatives.
planning and development.
}} Provide investors with the
tools they need to engage and
partner with B.C. First Nations.
Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: 18 Month Progress Report for more information.

4. Advance and
conclude
agreements
with First
Nations
to provide
certainty for
investors
and more
opportunities
for Aboriginal
communities
and families.

n/a

5. Follow through
with smart
deregulation:

}} Consult with local governments
to expand mobile business
licenses, allowing employers to
operate across municipal and
provincial borders.

Ongoing: Since the release of The BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report in September 2012, the
Mobile Business Licence (MBL) program, also known as an Intermunicipal Business Licence, has expanded
with the implementation of two one-year pilot projects in 12 Lower Mainland communities. The Fraser Valley
Intermunicipal Business Licence involves nine municipalities, which include the City of Langley, Township
of Langley, Surrey, Abbotsford, Chilliwack, Mission, Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows and Hope. The other pilot
involves the Tri-Cities municipalities of Port Coquitlam, Coquitlam and Port Moody. 58 communities
throughout British Columbia currently offer an MBL, and discussions for adopting the program in other B.C.
communities are currently underway. An additional two MBL agreements are currently in progress, including
one for the “Metro West” region of Burnaby, Surrey, New Westminster, Delta, Richmond and City of Vancouver,
as well as one for the mid-Vancouver Island area, which includes 12 communities. The “Metro West” region
anticipates implementation in October, and the mid-Vancouver Island group is targeting an implementation
date of January 1, 2014. Our government is committed to providing technical support and a shared database
to local governments interested in implementing an MBL agreement. Revenue analysis was presented to
mid-Vancouver Island communities on July 18, 2013

}} Through online consultations
with citizens and businesses,
develop outcome-based
performance specifications for
provincial regulatory processes.

In progress: A review of international best practices was undertaken and a discussion paper outlining
possible options was developed.

Progress Update: Since The BC Jobs Plan was launched in 2011, B.C. has reached a total of 21 new,
non-treaty agreements to improve economic certainty.

Progress Update: Environmental scan and consultation for best practices complete. “Have Your Say”
launched on the B.C. government website for citizens and small businesses to provide feedback on how
government can reduce red tape. Core Review of all B.C. government programs launched.

}} Commit to a net zero regulatory Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
gain from now until 2015.
Progress Update: For 2012/13 we have achieved our commitment to maintain a net zero regulatory
gain, are on track to meet this commitment through to 2015, and are recognized as the leader for regulatory
reform in Canada. The Canadian Federation of Independent Business (CFIB) has awarded B.C. an ‘A’ grade the
past two years for reducing the regulatory burden on small business and citizens.
}} Implement a Regulatory
Reporting Act to mandate
annual reporting to regulatory
reform.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
Progress Update: A commitment to publish an annual provincial report on regulatory accountability
was enshrined in law in 2011. Since that time, two reports on government’s regulatory initiatives have been
released to the public, including the second annual report on the Regulatory Reform website releases June
2013.
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APPENDIX
Commitment
6. Enhance
business
access and
productivity:

Actions
}} Work with communities and
business to create Investment
Attraction Strategies for each
region of the province.

Status & Detail
Ongoing: The Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training is implementing the Enhanced Community
Economic Support Initiative, which works with communities throughout the province as they identify
economic opportunities, attract and host potential investors, and support new and existing ventures. This
initiative includes:
The Regional Economic Collaboratives bring together communities and regional partners to identify and
advance priority economic initiatives that will benefit the region and where the province can provide a
supportive role. Five Regional Economic Collaboratives across the province have been identified and are
underway, with implementation occurring primarily over an 18 month period.
A series of 15 Economic Essentials for Local Leaders Workshops were held in communities throughout B.C.
in 2013, including Burns Lake, Port McNeill, and Kamloops. These customized workshops were designed to
inform and empower local government and First Nations leaders to advance their unique economic assets
and strategies with a particular emphasis on investment readiness. By the end of the workshop series over
400 officials had attended these workshops.
}} An online suite of resources and tools was launched in 2013 to aid communities in identifying economic
opportunities, attracting and hosting potential investors, and securing new investments. The new
Business Attraction Toolkit for B.C. communities was launched in the spring of 2013. Additional resources
are available now at www.jtst.gov.bc.ca/BusinessAttractionToolkit/index.htm
}} OpportunitiesBC, an online, searchable database with over 700 projects and properties in every region of
the province, is continuing to add opportunities for domestic and international investors.

}} Work with communities to build Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: 18 Month Progress Report for more information
their capacity to respond to and Ongoing: The Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation (MARR) has partnered with the BC
act on investment inquiries.
Business Council and has delivered a series of workshops that bring together industry and government to
discuss how better to support businesses to work with First Nations, this work is ongoing. In addition, MARR:
}} Dispersed $3.8 million to support clean energy opportunities in over 70 Aboriginal communities throughout BC, including wind energy, biomass, run-of-river hydroelectric power and clean energy planning.
}} Will continue to deliver the Aboriginal Business Entrepreneurship Skills and Training (BEST) program to
10-12 communities annually.
}} Announced the new Allowable Annual Cut (AAC) for Haida Gwaii, determined by the Haida Gwaii
Management Council.
Introduced the First Nations Commercial Industrial Development Act in May 2012, which allows provincial
laws and regulations to apply to major commercial and industrial projects on federal Indian Reserve Land for
the first time in B.C., supporting commercial development in the Lower Mainland and industrial development on the north coast.
7. Support
business
start-ups:

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
}} Extend by three years the $31
million annual funding for the
B.C. Training Tax Credit to help
employers and apprentices get
the skills and training they need.
Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
}} Improve and expand the
existing Small Business Venture
Capital Program tax credit.
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}} As part of a broader skills
initiative, work with post-secondary institutions to promote
entrepreneurship education,
including expertise on effective
business engagement in Asia.

Ongoing: The Ministry of Advanced Education, (AVED) supports a range of opportunities to raise the profile
of, and support for, entrepreneurial education. To date, the ministry has allocated new graduate student
spaces in support of entrepreneurship, and provided funding for graduate student internships through
Mitacs Inc. In 2012/13, approximately 300 internships were undertaken with the Accelerate program in British
Columbia by domestic and international students. In 2010/11, a survey of British Columbia Accelerate interns
indicated that approximately 35 per cent of interns were hired directly by the industry partner immediately
after graduation.
The Ministry of Technology, Innovation and Citizen’s Services supports a number of entrepreneurship
initiatives through the BC Innovation Council (BCIC), a provincial Crown agency whose mandate includes
“Diversify programming to expand entrepreneurship programs and support in priority sectors as outlined in
The BC Jobs Plan”. All updates on BCIC’s activities can be found in the BCIC Annual Report.
For example, in 2012, BCIC launched the BCIC Acceleration Network (BCAN).
}} The BCAN touches all corners of the province through regional partners funded by BCIC. The objective is
to deliver support to allow early-stage entrepreneurs to get their businesses launched. As part of BCAN,
BCIC’s regional partners deliver the Venture Acceleration Programs, which provide office space and a
supportive environment for new entrepreneurs.
}} Executives-in-Residence, successful business professionals trained in the use of the program, help new
entrepreneurs through the earliest stages of their enrolment. In addition, the BCIC Mentor Program provides ongoing mentoring through its volunteer mentors, providing assistance as the companies develop.
Since its inception, the BCIC Acceleration Network has engaged146 companies through ten partner operated
centres across the province. Collectively, since engagement, these companies have added 396 full-time jobs,
attracted over $25 million in investment and generated more than $4.4 million in revenue.
Since 2001 BCIC partnered with the New Ventures BC Society to deliver the annual competition (BCIC-New
Ventures Competition) for emerging entrepreneurs. This technology idea competition is designed to provide
entrepreneurs with the tools and resources needed to successfully take their ideas to the marketplace.
}} The 2012 competition saw 146 applicants. Top prizes were awarded to an online learning platform, a dental
implant technology provider and an online child caregiver search tool. In total $235,000 was awarded in
prizes — these companies join more than 1500 program alumni over 12 years of competition.
}} A study released in February 2013 by the SFU’s Beedie School of Business found that of companies that
advanced to the third round between 2001 and 2011 of the BCIC-New Ventures Competition:
•

56% are still active in some form and collectively have created 3,170 jobs and generated an estimated $194
million in revenue; and

• these ventures filed an estimated 854 patents and generated 1,294 unique product offerings.
The BCIC Mentor Program is a province-wide entrepreneurial development program modeled on the
successful MIT Venture Mentoring Service. Since its launch in January 2011, BCIC has recruited and trained
108 mentors, and accepted 128 companies into the program. In 2012/2013, 61 mentors and 54 early-stage
technology CEOs and founders actively participated in the program. On average, these early stage companies support 6.7 jobs each.
8. Enhance the
regulatory
framework for
forests, lands
and natural
resources:

}} Show measurable progress in
clearing the current backlog of
Notice of Work and associated
tenures – an 80% reduction
in the backlog and replace by
August 31, 2012.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.

}} Maintain an average 60-day
turnaround for all new Notice
of Work applications from 2013
onwards.

In progress: In January 2013, the average turnaround time was 79 days. As of June 30, the average
turnaround time has been reduced to 63 days.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan 18 Month Progress Report for more information.
}} Reduce the backlog of Water
and Land Act tenures by 50% by
December 31, 2012.

24-MONTH PROGRESS REPORT
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Actions
}} Streamline authorizations.

Status & Detail
Completed or In Progress: The Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations is working
on a number of streamlining projects, as follows:
Lean Projects:
Completed: Crown Land Efficiencies: A risk management framework for Crown land administration was
identified and implemented in Spring 2013. The framework was then applied to Crown land policies and
procedures to streamline administrative processes for Crown land decision making. Pilot projects were
completed in Spring 2013.
In progress:
Lean Billing and Revenue Management: Includes development of a plan to eliminate unnecessary process
steps, leverage best practices and standardize the process where applicable, and develop recommendations
on options to coordinate the billings and revenue management streams associated with projects that span
multiple statutes.
}} Lean Range Tenures: Involves reviewing the current range tenure replacement process and improving that
process by reducing the number of administrative steps and the time required of staff and tenure holders.
Moved to province-wide implementation in August.
}} Major Project Permit Optimization Strategy (Site C): The Site C Project is an extremely complex project
requiring potentially thousands of individual authorizations over several very different project components
and permits from FLNRO in order to proceed. The project requires authorizations from several different
branches within the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. It also requires crossgovernment cooperation and coordination. The application of Lean to the current permitting process and
any additional processes will identify improvements that will be aimed at streamlining the process and
ensuring permit authorization does not become a constraint.
}} Streamlining NRS Participation in Environmental Assessment Working Group: Ensuring effective and
efficient participation in the working groups to support the transition to collaborative implementation the
substitution and equivalency of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (2012) to achieve on process
for major projects in B.C.
}} First Nations Consultation: More efficient consultation is being developed through training, improved
information and decision-making tools, reduced duplication and increased clarity for staff regarding intake
and assessment processes. An improved tracking system to support more effective First Nations consultation is being unrolled throughout the province. Geo-spatialization of ethno-historic data underway will
support more effective strength of claim assessment. Business process mapping underway for Notice of
Work related First Nations consultation supports optimized timelines.
}} Electronic applications: The shift to electronic applications for natural resource-related authorizations is
underway, making it easier for clients to apply for authorizations and improving the quality of applications
received, which will make processing more efficient. New interactive e-forms offer better service–clients
can submit applications at their own convenience.
}} Water Act electronic applications are currently being developed with an anticipated launch in summer
2013.
}} Lands Act electronic applications are under development with an anticipated launch within the fiscal year.
}} Training and tools for staff and clients to support electronic applications is underway.
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}} Implement common resource
management standards and
practices across all sectors.

Status & Detail
In progress:
Cumulative Effects Assessment Framework (CEAF):
}} Recommendations for a provincial Cumulative Effects Assessment framework have been delivered. which
describe core elements required for implementation.
}} Required actions for further development and implementation of the CEAF have also been outlined.
}} Demonstration projects delivered reports on the lessons learned in testing the conceptual ideas of the
framework in their respective areas.
Natural Resource Road Act (NRRA):
}} The NRRA will align resource road rights and practices for all natural resource sectors, and will establish a
uniform safety regime that applies to all users and carry forward recent amendments to third party liability
and application of the Worker’s Compensation Act as they apply to those maintaining or using resource
roads. Stakeholder consultation is underway.
Integrated Decision Making:
}} Regulatory harmonization is underway, with the aim of improving government’s ability to deliver
authorizations more efficiently. Activities are focused on: supporting online submissions, moving to
one public notification requirement per project, eliminating prescriptive advertising requirements, and
enabling a sector approach to securities.

}} Provide excellent client services In progress: The Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations is publishing a number of
guidebooks to assist clients. These include:
through clear application and
process standards, improved
}} Coordinated Guide to Authorizations for Major Mines–completed. This guidebook helps government staff
access to services, and measureunderstand and implement a common authorization process.
ment of client satisfaction.
}} Proponents Guide to Authorization for Major Mine–in progress: Development is focused on the needs and
requirements of the proponent. The guide was launched in August 2013.
}} One Project/One Process Guidebook: Version two of the guidebook was released in late spring 2012. This
guidebook is a common framework for all regions and ensures high level consistency in the authorizations
process. The guidebook is being updated on an ongoing basis as needed.
Ongoing: Front Counter BC: Throughout 2012/13, 21 new FrontCounter BC offices continued to build upon
their knowledge and training to enhance the client service delivery through their offices. In coordination
with the FrontCounter BC region offices and the authorization teams, regions worked at building transition
plans to move decisions out to the local district level. By further developing the in-person intake locations,
the availability of in-person client support across the province has expanded and improved. The client
satisfaction score increased from 75.6 in April 2012 to 77.7 in December 2012–the highest provincial monthly
score in 2012/13.
}} Establish service delivery
timelines for project approvals.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year and 18 Month Progress Reports for more information.
In progress:
Ministry of Environment
}} The ministry is continuing to develop the Environmental Mitigation Policy and, along with the Ministry
of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, the Cumulative Effects Assessment Framework. Both
initiatives are intended to improve the quality and consistency of information necessary to support and
streamline decision-making.
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
Optimal timelines have been established for processing key Natural Resource applications:
}} Lands Target Turnaround Time: new land act tenure applications are processed within 140 days.
Replacements are completed prior to expiry.
}} Notice of Work Target Turnaround Time: new applications are processed within 60 days.
}} Water target Turnaround Time: new water licence applications are processed within 140 days. Water
licence amendments are processed within 140 days.

24-MONTH PROGRESS REPORT
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9. Develop the
potential
of liquefied
natural gas
(LNG) by:

Actions

Status & Detail

}} Targeting policy adjustments,
investments and incentives
to grow new markets in Asia,
promote value-added industries,
and support the development
of innovative technologies.

In progress: The Deputy Ministers’ committee on LNG continues to move forward policy initiatives
and projects including: electricity supply options, climate policy, detailed negotiation action plans with
proponents, upstream costs for natural gas development, permitting coordination, First Nations, natural gas
pipeline corridor, labour requirements, and communication plans. A negotiation framework for LNG has
been approved, and an LNG Energy Team has been established. The negotiating team has been assembled
and main tables are advancing. In addition to negotiations on a new taxation framework for LNG initiatives,
discussions include electricity pricing and infrastructure contributions that arise as a result of the load
demands.

}} Promoting and supporting
the use of natural gas as a
transportation fuel.

In progress: In support of Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas amendments to the Clean Energy Act,
the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (BC MoT) has implemented special weight exemptions so
that natural gas heavy-duty vehicles are not competitively disadvantaged. BC MoT continues to work with
its stakeholders to support the development of a broader domestic market for LNG/CNG under the broader
natural gas strategy, by encouraging industry conversion to natural gas engines. BC MoT has liaised with and
is monitoring the work of the Canadian Natural Gas Vehicle Alliance, which is preparing a report regarding
the adoption of LNG as a marine fuel on the west coast of Canada. The report is expected to be released in
November 2013.

}} Driving efficient federal and
provincial environmental
assessments.

Completed/Ongoing: The Environmental Assessment Office and the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency (CEAA) signed an agreement in March 2013 that allows BC’s EA process to be substituted
in place of the federal EA process.
One LNG facilities project (LNG Canada in Kitimat) was granted substitution and the EAO will pursue the
same path for all other projects (not on federal lands).
On federal lands EAO is co-coordinating EA processes with CEAA to ensure BC’s interests are well represented, but without causing unnecessary duplication.
The Province established an LNG Regulatory Working Group consisting of senior officials including the
Ministries of Environment; Natural Gas Development; Transportation and Infrastructure; Aboriginal Relations
and Reconciliation; Oil and Gas Commission; Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations; Community,
Sport and Cultural Development; and, Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training to support efficient EAs and address
common issues identified in project specific reviews requiring cross government consideration.
In progress: In response to submissions by the Province and others to reduce duplication, the Federal
Government has proposed changes to its Regulations Designating Physical Activities — a regulation that
lays out what projects will require federal environmental assessment. When in force, these changes will
mean that intra-provincial pipelines will only require a provincial environmental assessment.

}} Fostering effective relationships Ongoing: The B.C. government is engaged with First Nations around the province to increase economic
with First Nations.
benefits, create jobs and encourage negotiation ahead of confrontation. Key actions include:
}} Agreements are being finalized with the First Nations Limited Partnership (FNLP) for a benefits arrangement respecting the Pacific Trails Pipeline to supply the Kitimat LNG plant.
}} A tripartite agreement was concluded with the Haisla Nation, Canada and the Province and new federal
regulations have been passed under the First Nations Commercial and Industrial Development Act
(FNCIDA) for consistent and clear regulation of the Kitimat LNG facility proposed on Haisla lands.
}} Discussions are underway with coastal First Nations around the Douglas Channel on issues related to
marine traffic, airshed impacts and electricity supply.
}} Early discussions have commenced with First Nations in the Prince Rupert area about planned LNG
facilities, and engagement initiatives are being planned.
}} Consultations have commenced with First Nations in the environmental assessment processes for the
TransCanada and Spectra gas pipelines proposed to supply additional LNG facilities in Kitimat and Prince
Rupert respectively.
}} In the upstream, new consultation and benefit agreements are being negotiated with many Treaty 8 First
Nations to create greater certainty for oil and gas permitting. A recent example is the 2012 Fort Nelson
Economic Benefits Agreement and Oil and Gas Consultation Agreement, which combine revenue-sharing
and streamlined consultation.
}} Focusing on LNG-related job
opportunities in future skills
training plans.
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Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: 18 Month Progress Report for more information.
Completed: Stakeholder-validated Natural Gas Workforce Action Plan (released July 23, 2013), funded
through the Canada-British Columbia Labour Market Development Agreement.
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10. Attract and
retain more
international
students by:

Actions

Status & Detail

}} Planning for future power
supply for LNG terminals.

Ongoing: The B.C. government updated the Clean Energy Act to enable the use of natural gas to power
liquefied natural gas plants. The change is specifically meant to help meet a large electrical demand for LNG
projects moving forward. It will ensure the LNG industry can access a reliable, timely and cost-competitive
mix of gas-fired and renewable generation to meet its large electrical demand. The 93 per cent clean energy
target will continue to apply to non-LNG load and will ensure the majority of B.C.’s power requirements
will be met with clean or renewable resources. BC Hydro will supply energy for LNG loads based on the
technology choices made by the LNG proponents.

}} Promoting British Columbia in
key target markets.

Completed: For previously completed actions, please refer to the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress
Report.
Ongoing: In June 2011, B.C. participated in the Council of Ministers of Education Canada delegation to
China. A follow up meeting is planned for early 2014 with the Chinese Ministry of Education as part of
ongoing efforts to build a strong relationship with China.
In progress: About 200 Brazilian students are attending B.C. high schools in fall 2013 as a result of
the national Memorandum of Understanding signed at the April 2012 Conference of the Americas on
International Education.

}} Providing international students Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: 18 Month Progress Report for more information.
with an online gateway offering Progress Update: The updated mobile-friendly site is available in English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean and
a no-wrong-door approach to Portuguese.
key information.
}} Expanding and strengthening
Education Quality Assurance.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: 18 Month Progress Report for more information.
In progress: Building on actions completed to date, AVED continues to strengthen quality assurance as it
works with the different post-secondary education sectors to improve educational quality across the entire
system. As a next step, the ministry is engaging in discussions with post-secondary system stakeholders to
identify sector-based solutions for quality improvement that may be achieved through policy or regulation
change.
Ongoing: EDUC is conducting regional roundtable discussions through March/April 2013 to review and
discuss the K-12 international education strategic framework and quality assurance options.

}} Engaging in outreach to encourage international students to
pursue further learning in British
Columbia.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: 18 Month Progress Report for more information.

}} Working with all provincially
funded post-secondary
institutions to develop an
internationalization strategy.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.

Ongoing: B.C.’s international education marketing strategy includes several initiatives that encourage
international students in key markets to pursue further learning in B.C. In support of this strategy, B.C.’s
Education Marketing Managers in overseas Trade and Investment offices will participate in a number of
international education events to promote B.C. as a study destination. (Read more about the Education
Marketing Managers under “Opening Markets”.)

24-MONTH PROGRESS REPORT
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11. Create
partnerships
to ensure
training spaces
are matched
with regional
employment
needs. This will
include:

}} Creating Regional Workforce
Tables as a new platform for
educators, industry, employers,
local chambers of commerce,
First Nations, labour and others
to come together to plan how
best to align training programs
to meet regional needs. Their
input will inform how the
Province delivers regionally
based skills development
programs, including $15 million
to further support regional
post-secondary institutions in
addressing local labour needs.

Completed:

}} Providing up to $6 million a year
to industry sector partnerships
to help them identify their skill
and workforce needs, with additional funding for upgrading
skills so workers can benefit
from these opportunities.

In progress: There are currently over 23 Labour Market Partnership (LMP) agreements in place, valued at
over $7 million for 2013/14. Currently there are LMP agreements in six of the eight sectors to identify their
workforce challenges and develop strategies to address them.

}} Hosting a trades training
conference by the end of 2011,
bringing all partners together
to identify ways to enhance
the province’s trades training
programs.
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Status & Detail

}} Northwest: The Northwest Regional Workforce Table (RWT) was established in June 2012. Its primary
deliverable is a detailed Regional Skills Training Plan for effectively aligning existing training in the
Northwest with local employment opportunities. This plan was released in January 2013. The plan will be
implemented collectively by key partners in the region, who will continue to work closely with government throughout implementation.
}} Northeast: The Northeast RWT was also established in June 2012. Again, the primary deliverable is a
Regional Skills Training Plan for the Northeast region. This was released in January 2013. The plan will be
implemented collectively by key partners in the region, who will continue to work closely with government throughout implementation.
}} Kootenay: The first meeting of the Kootenay RWT took place in November 2012. The Kootenay RWT’s key
deliverable was to develop a Regional Skills Training Plan by spring 2013. The Kootenay RWT has completed
its Regional Skills Training Plan, which was released in August 2013. The partners are now working to
collectively implement their Training Plan and will continue to work closely with government throughout
implementation.

Agreements addressing regional labour market issues include: Northwest Transmission Line Phase2; Regional
Workforce Tables; Mt. Waddington Regional District; Community Futures-Port Alberni and Clayquot and;
Project Comeback. The most recent new agreements include BC Pulp & Paper HR Committee (COFI), BC
Shipbuilding & Repair Board (BC Ferries) and; VanCity Community Foundation.
Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
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Actions

}} Implementing a promotional campaign to
1. Raise awareness of
highlight British Columbia as a safe harbour
British Columbia as a
for investment and job creation, and to
safe, desirable place
attract new investments.
to invest by:

Status
Ongoing: The Ministry of International Trade is co-ordinating B.C.’s participation in
key trade shows in priority international markets, including sector-specific gathering
points such as the China Mining Expo, Renewable Energy India, Europe’s Gamescom, the
Canadian Education Fair in Korea, the Pacific Northwest Aerospace Alliance conference
outside Seattle, and the Winter Fancy Food Show in San Francisco.
British Columbia’s official Trade and Investment website, www.britishcolumbia.ca,
which is aimed at international investors and buyers of our province’s goods and services,
has been redesigned. The new site launched in English in May 2013, with Japanese, Korean
and Chinese versions to follow in the fall. The site improves access to information for
international viewers looking to make investment and purchasing decisions and for B.C.
companies seeking to increase their exports to key markets and has seen over 100,000
page views in its first three months.

2. Increase B.C.’s
visibility in key
markets by:

}} Creating a new hosting program to make
sure potential investors have a positive
experience when they visit B.C.

Ongoing: The Hosting Program, resident within the MIO, is the government’s lead
for designing and facilitating personalized hosting services for significant foreign and
domestic investors. The program ensures that potential large investors in British Columbia
are assisted to ensure continued relationship building and eventual positive investment
decisions. Hosting support has been given to a variety of potential qualified investors.
This has included giving business visitors to northern locations, such as Kitimat, a special
introduction to the area and its unique opportunities, and ensuring that visitors to
signature trade events such as the Abbotsford Airshow are welcomed by appropriate B.C.
representatives. More than 40 hosting expenses have been covered. Also, on a limited
basis for senior investors, the hosting program was able to work with the federal government to allow for expedited entry at Vancouver International Airport. To date, 46 people
have been welcomed in 12 separate arrivals.

}} Doubling our international presence
overseas.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: 18 Month Progress Report for more Information.

}} Ensuring there are dedicated internationaleducation staff in overseas trade offices.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: 18 Month Progress Report for more Information.

3. Promote and defend }} Positioning B.C. companies to gain a larger
share of federal contracts.
B.C.’s interests
aggressively by:

}} Reducing or eliminating protectionist
measures in other jurisdictions through
engagement and, where necessary, more
formal means.

24-MONTH PROGRESS REPORT

Ongoing: Canada’s Industrial and Regional Benefits (IRB) policy requires companies that
win defence and security contracts with the Government of Canada to place business
activities in Canada at the same value of the contract. British Columbia’s newly formed
Industrial Benefits Advocacy Team ensures that our province’s aerospace, marine and
defence companies are aware of IRB opportunities and that B.C. has a profile at key
domestic and international events. It also connects B.C. companies with prime contractors
with IRB obligations.
Ongoing: B.C. is participating in Canada’s international trade negotiations to advance
provincial interests and gain market access opportunities (Trans-Pacific Partnership,
European Union, India, Japan and Korea). For example, a Comprehensive Economic and
Trade Agreement (CETA) with the EU, when fully implemented, is expected to increase
BC exports to the EU by 5 to 20 percent, or $150 million to $600 million, annually, while
boosting the Canadian economy by up to $12 billion. Further, Softwood Lumber
Agreement negotiations with the U.S. will commence in 2014, in preparation for the
agreement expiring in 2015. B.C., Saskatchewan and Manitoba have presented submissions
to a dispute panel under the national Agreement on Internal Trade in a dispute against
Quebec to remove protectionist measures affecting canola producers and manufacturers/
exporters of substitute dairy products.
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Actions

1. Pacific Gateway
Transportation
Strategy 20122020 – the next step
in developing our
potential as the
gateway to the Asia
Pacific by:

Status

}} Committing up to $50 million as part of an
overall $200-million investment to improve
capacity at Deltaport.

In progress: Phase 1 of the Deltaport Terminal Rail Road Improvement Project is
underway, with an updated total cost projection of $280 million. The contract for the
construction of the overpass was awarded in December 2012, and work has commenced.
The provincial contribution of $50 million will support rail capacity improvements along
Deltaport Way that are key to supporting higher volumes.

}} Increasing capacity at Ridley Island in Prince
Rupert by investing in the Road Rail Utility
Corridor Project.

In progress: Phase 1 of this project is underway, with funding now committed from CN
and the Prince Rupert Port Authority ($30 million each), and from B.C. and Canada ($15 million each). Construction started in March 2013 and is 40% complete, with final completion
scheduled for December, 2014.

}} Investing $5 million in border infrastructure
and information systems.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.

}} Continuing to implement $22 billion in Asia Ongoing: By the end of 2013, British Columbia, along with its Pacific Gateway Alliance
Pacific Gateway infrastructure commitments. partners and other industry and government stakeholders, will have invested $17 billion
of the original $22 billion plan. The remaining $5 billion is on schedule to be completed
through 2020. Projects within the plan include:
1. A second container facility at Fairview Terminals in Prince Rupert, more than doubling
current capacity;
2. A program of Roberts Bank Rail Corridor overpasses to minimize municipal road and rail
conflicts increasing the efficiency of the supply chain.
3. The new South Fraser Perimeter Road (SFPR), which will improve connections between
Vancouver area ports to B.C. and western Canada. SFPR is more than 85 per cent
complete with completion scheduled by December 2013; and
4. The new Port Mann Bridge, which opened to traffic with eight lanes in December 2012,
alleviating Lower Mainland congestion and improving goods movement for Asia Pacific
trade. Construction will continue along the Highway 1 corridor through 2013 with two
more lanes west of the Port Mann Bridge completed by the end of the year. (The Port
Mann Bridge is officially in the Guinness Book of World Records as the world’s widest
bridge.)

2. Partner with the
federal government
on infrastructure
investments by:
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}} Aligning further investments with the
infrastructure needs of key industries,
including liquefied natural gas (LNG).

Ongoing: CN invested $12 million in its Locomotive Reliability Centre in Prince George to
support increased train traffic in northern British Columbia. The Province is investing $222
million in the Oil and Gas Rural Road Improvement Program and the Sierra Yoyo Desan
Road to improve industry access to resources in the Horn River and Cordova basins.

}} Continuing to engage with the federal
government’s Budget 2011 commitment to
infrastructure investment.

In progress: B.C. continues to engage Infrastructure Canada to secure the approximately
$42 million in residual federal funding remaining in the Major Infrastructure Component
of the Building Canada Fund for priority highway project. This summer, BC and UBCM
provided input to Canada regarding the shape and form of the renewed Gas Tax Fund
Agreements. This fall, BC will work with Canada on refining the shape and structure of new
Building Canada Fund, Canada’s new long term infrastructure plan.
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Preparing for the opportunities of tomorrow
Commitment

Actions

Status

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
}} Enhancing access to skills and apprentice1. Work with people
ship training throughout the province and
across B.C. to identify
refocusing labour market and training investnew opportunities
ments to meet regional labour market needs.
and ensure our
communities are
Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
}} Extend the Apprentice Training Tax Credit
ready to respond.
for Employers and identifying possible
Actions include:
enhancements.
}} Attracting more entrepreneurs and skilled
workers from other countries, in partnership
with the federal government through the
Skilled Worker Program and the Provincial
Nominee Program.

Ongoing: In 2012, the Province nominated 3,750 new workers and entrepreneurs for
permanent residence through the Provincial Nominee Program (PNP) and the Federal
Skilled Worker Backlog Pilot in partnership with the federal government. PNP conducted
skills recruitment events in partnership with employers in the Philippines, Ireland, U.K.,
France and the U.S., and business immigration events in China, Korea and Mexico.
The Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training continues to actively work with B.C.
employers to provide input on the federal expression of interest system to ensure
immigration selection meets labour market needs.

}} Exploring the potential for a single body to
oversee formal credential assessments for
foreign-trained professionals.

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.

}} Improving First Nations access and
outcomes in B.C.’s education system with
consistent and rigorous analysis to identify
what is helping Aboriginal students improve
their education outcomes in successful
districts and what barriers remain.

In progress: Through the BC Education Plan, schools across the province are moving
towards a more personalized approach to learning. This new model will help every
student in the province pursue their own interests and passions to enhance their
individual learning path. To bring added focus and expertise to Aboriginal education, an
Aboriginal Superintendent of Achievement (SOA) has been appointed. This SOA works
with Aboriginal partners, including the First Nations Education Steering Committee, as
well as with school districts and educational partners in B.C., to identify priorities that
can best support improvements to Aboriginal achievement. All SOAs work directly with
boards of education to focus on building capacity within the districts to use student data
and to make the appropriate decisions to improve outcomes of Aboriginal students. This
also enables SOAs to track and monitor individual student success.
In addition, the Ministry of Education will continue to work through Enhancement
Agreements to engage with school districts and Aboriginal communities in order to
achieve and monitor improved outcomes for Aboriginal students.

}} Providing funding for additional partnerships between public post-secondary
institutions and Aboriginal communities for
community-based deliver of programs that
meet Aboriginal needs.

24-MONTH PROGRESS REPORT

Completed: See the BC Jobs Plan: One Year Progress Report for more information.
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For more information
BC Jobs Plan
To download a copy of the BC Jobs Plan and previous progress reports, visit: www.bcjobsplan.ca.
Read more about B.C.’s eight key economic sectors and the sector strategies here: www.bcjobsplan.ca/
industry-sectors/.

Skills training
For more information on skills training, visit: www.bcjobsplan.ca/getskills/.

Finding a job
For information on working in B.C. – including job trends, career profiles, career planning tools, workplace
resources, and a comprehensive job search tool – visit www.workbc.ca.
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CANADA STARTS HERE: THE BC JOBS PLAN

24-MONTH PROGRESS REPORT
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“The Jobs Plan needs an update. We need
to update it based on what we’ve already
achieved and set some new goals.”
Honourable Christy Clark, Premier of British Columbia

September 16, 2013

